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Management Summary

Introducing Object Orientation

Foundation Report 88, Introducing Object Orientation, was pub-
lished in August 1992. Object orientation is a new andvery differ-
ent approachto the design andconstruction of.information systems,
which is now being applied to substantial commercial and techni-
cal applications. The report makes the case for introducing object
orientation now. This document is designed to draw the attention
of the systems directorto the critical components of a strategy for
introducing object orientation into a systems department, and even-
tually, to extendit into the whole field ofcorporate systems.
Our research has led us to the clear conclusion that Foundation

| sponsors should be starting now to introduce object orientation as
their main approach to application development. For most spon-
sors, object orientation will be new, andverydifferent from their
existing methods.Its impact on the systems departmentwill be pro-
found, but its benefits for the business are potentially immense.
(The benefits that have been achievedby oneofthe pioneering users
of object orientation are described overleafin Figure 1.) We believe
that all systems directors should therefore formulate a strategy for
introducing object orientation, and lead the drive to get it estab-
lished. ☁
In this management summary, we have deliberately omitted any
detailed description of the characteristics or benefits of object
orientation. These are clearly describedin the mainreport.Instead,
we concentrate on the main management steps in implementing
the strategy. These are to communicatea clear vision ofthe impor-
tance and benefits of object orientation to all those involved with
application development, to build a first successful application
taking the new approach, and to extendtheuseofobject orientation
until it becomesthe regular, mainline approach throughoutthede-
velopment department.

Systems directors must communicate
a clear vision of the future
Object orientation is not just a new programminglanguage;it is a
different way of developing systems. Application developers are
likely to regard it with somesuspicion andto havedifficulty putting
it to use. The systems director must thereforefirst convince him-
self that object orientation represents the future of information
systems,and that the initial difficulties will be fully repaid by the
subsequentbenefits. He must then communicatehis vision of this
future, and its impact on applications, technical architecture, the
developmentprocess, and the organisation and management ofthe
systems department,to all those involved with developing and sup-
portingapplications, both systemsstaffandusers. Webelieve that
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Figure 1
Space Flight Center

At NASA's Goddard SpaceFlight
Center, staff from Computer Sciences
Corporation☂s System Sciences Division
develop software for NASA. CSC had
extensive experience of developing
simulators (such as the dynamics simu-

Useof object-oriented development (and Ada) enabled significant benefits to be achieved at NASA☂s Goddard

The generic framework was usedin two
subsequentprojects of broadly similar
size. In the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
(EUVE) simulator, re-use was estimated at
80 per cent at design review, but 89 per
centre-use wasactually achieved. Time
and effort savings were estimated atlator for the Gamma Ray Observatory). 67 per cent andthe error rate wasDespite the introduction of Ada,

however, productivity and quality were
somewhat disappointing. In 1987, CSC 30
decided to take a new approachtoits
next simulation, the telemetry simulator
for the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite (UARS). Instead of simply
creating the simulator, CSC planned to 20
create classes that would be re-usable
in this and future simulators. To dothis,
it used object orientation to design the
classes. Then, because Adais not an 10
object-oriented language,it
implemented eachclassasa kind of
Ada module, known as a ☁generic
package☂. One generic package,

reduced ten-fold. The Solar, Anomalous
and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer
(SAMPEX)telemetry simulator also
showedsubstantial benefits,
The impactof the use of object-oriented
developmentisillustrated in the
diagram below.

 Sensor, is used 17 times. Through We
further review, CSC reducedthe amount Traditional UARS
of new code to be developed another (First
30 per cent. The UARS simulator
comprises 69,000lines of code; without
the generic packages,it would have
been more than 100,000 lines of code.
Significant time and effort savings were
identified.

project)
♥ Schedule (months) object-oriented

♥♥ Errors (per 10,000 source lines of code)
♥ Productivity (sourcelines of code per hour)

EUVE SAMPEX
(Subsequentprojectsre-using genericframework)   

this vision must be created and strongly promoted by the systems ~
director himself, and not just by an advanced technology group or
the development manager.
Object orientation can be applied toall kinds of commercial infor-
mation systems,butit is particularly suited to the new classes of
applicationsthat are starting to emerge, especially those that make
extensive use of graphics and images. These applications include
decision-support systems, multimedia applications, and all kinds
ofapplications to support groupwork,from enhancedelectronic mail
to complex workflow-management systems. Object orientation
should be viewed both as an enabler and as a driverfor these appli-
cations.
Its implications for technical architecture are also wide-ranging.
Object orientation is appropriate to standalone PC applications, and
to traditional host-terminal systems, and can deliver benefits in both
cases.It is, however,likely to deliver the greatest benefits in a client-
server architecture, and the majority of the early success stories
reflect this. Any vision of the future of information systems must
include the building of systems from interchangeable components:
client-server and object orientation are just different manifestations
ofthis.
The third aspect of the vision is the fundamental change in the
way that systems are developed. One important aspect ofthis is
a shift towards iterative development, where rapidly developed
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Introducing Object Orientation

prototypes evolve towardsthe finished system (and where main-
tenance is simply a continuation of this process). Anotherwill be
the increased emphasis on assembling systemsfrom existing objects,
including objects purchased from third parties in the form of class
libraries.
This, in turn, suggests the fourth aspect: of the vision: a change in
the management of the information systems function. Object-
oriented developmentwill require different kinds of people. Those
charged primarily with developing newclasses of objects will need
to be high-calibre analytical and abstract thinkers. Those charged
primarily with assembling applications from existing classes will
need different skills from thoseof traditional developers, some of
them morepeople-oriented. Both will need new kinds of manage-
ment and motivation.
The vision will communicate the message that both the benefits and
the changes impliedby full-scale object orientation are very large.
It will also help to keep people focused on these major goals, even
though the early phases of implementation may be small-scale.

Object-oriented technology should be
deployed first on workstations
At present, the best place to start deploying object-oriented tech-
nology is on workstation applications. This is where the need fornew approachesis greatest, and where the technology of object
orientation is strongest. Workstation-based applicationswill deliver
early benefits with relatively little risk. This starting pointwill pro-
vide a good base from which to develop an understandingof the
technology, and eventually, to extendits use to other kindsofappli-
cations. The experienceofthe financial-services company, described
overleaf in Figure 2, demonstrates how success with the first
workstation-based application encourages further object-oriented
development. To ensure thatthefirst projectis a success,it is essen-
tial to choose the right people for the first team, to select high-
performance development technology, to adopt an iterative life
cycle and to use object modelling to support development.
Createthefirst team
Selecting the right team ofpeople for thefirst project is critical.
The ability of people to adapt to object orientation varies consid-
erably because learning object orientation is not about learning a
new syntax, but about learning to ☁think objects☂. Those who are
best at it are generally those with analytical power, creativity andexposure to entity-analysis methods. Staff with long experience ofstructured methods, especially in low-level languages, are unlikelyto find it easy to transfertheir skills to an object-oriented environ-
ment.
Thefirst project should be undertaken by a small team. The teamwill need to be trained, initially in the concepts of object orien-tation, and immediately thereafter with hands-on experience ofanobject-oriented language. The team should include one provenobject-orientation expert. He will teach the team, give advice onthe right way to go, and review designs and programs. Hewill
probably be a consultant, whose fees will be high, but this is an
essential investment.  
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The UK subsidiary of a US-based
financial-services group had built up
several systems on separate IBM
AS/400s. They functioned well individu-
ally, but the information held on them
could not be accessedin an integrated
fashion. The company decided to imple-
mentclient-server systems to provide
brokers with better accesstoinfor-
mation, and it chose object-oriented
technology to obtain faster delivery of
systems. Object-oriented software,
developed by the US-based parent
company, provided a basic toolkit to
handle someofthe interfaces.
A client-server approach was adopted
using PCs running Windows3.0, and
several Sun servers runningeither
Sybase or Open Server/SQLto access
the AS/400 databases.
Thefirst application was a customer-
support system for brokers. To develop
this, the company's approach was ☜take
the best people, put them in the middle
of the business and give them aggres-
sive timescales☝. This meant physically
locating the developmentteam with the
brokers, initially to obtain maximum
involvementfrom businessusers in pro-
totyping. This was so successfulthat the
team stayed there during subsequent
phases.
The project started in 1991 and took
place over a period of eight months.
Thefirst phase involved the business
users in prototyping, and Visual Basic
was used to design the screen layouts. 
Figure 2 A financial-services companyhas used object-oriented technology to

build new applications for workstation-based systems

Following this phase, the system was
developed using C++ as the program-
ming languagefor all workstation
applications. The system comprised
50 classes(30 in the applications, 20 in
the supporting software) and took
roughly three months to code and
build. The UK company had noprior
experience in C++, so programmers
experiencedin that language were
brought in to work on the team and
transfer their knowledge.
Theinitial reaction to the systems has
been so goodthat almostall the busi-
nessunits in the company now want
workstation-based systems.(This is due
to the highvisibility of the development
team and theattractivenessof the
graphical-user-interface-based solution
rather than object-oriented technology
per se.) The development productivity
improvements have been promising;it
is thought that the company☂straditional
approaches would have. doubled the
timescale for the project. Further
improvements in productivity are
expected nowthatthe team is familiar
with the technology.
The companyis continuing to develop
its portfolio of workstation applications
using C++, but does not expectits use
of object-oriented technology to extend
to applications on other platforms in the
short term, since supportfor the lan-
guageis not currently thought to be
available.   

Adopt high-performance development technology
Development departments that are implementing object orien-
tation on powerful workstations also need to choose an integrated
toolkit and to buyclass libraries to ensure that they reap the poten-
tial benefits.
Today, there are several object-oriented programming languagesfor
workstations and PCs, but the most significant is Smalltalk and
we recommendit as the starting point. Smalltalk is a pure object-
oriented system. Its powerarises not only from the language but
from theprovision ofa highly interactive development environment,
which makes programming and debuggingvery fast, and from the
existence ofa library ofclasses, which maybeincorporated into new
applications.
There-useofexisting classes allows an experienced developer, who
knowstheclasslibrary, to make a fast start. Systems departments
should initially buy class libraries for basic functions, such as
graphicaluserinterfaces or list management, because the benefits
of object orientation will be obtained fastest if developmentstarts
from existing class libraries. A small user survey, reported byBorland at ObjectWorld in July 1992, showedthat developers using
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Introducing Object Orientation

class libraries saw re-use benefits in two months, while those not
doing so waited eight months. With new technicalclass libraries
appearing every week, and businessclass libraries beginning to
emerge,it will be wise for systems departments to buy whereverit
is possible to do so, rather than try to develop them in-house.
Adopt aniterative life cycle
Object-oriented developmentprojects can follow the traditional
waterfall life cycle, but the nature of object-oriented developmentmakesthis unnecessary. In most object-oriented projects carried outto date, developmentis done by a small team of skilled developers
equipped with powerful tools. The method is akin to prototyping;
analysis and documentation are typically downplayed. Productivity
is often high, but the lack ofeasy milestones makes the process hard
to manage and the lack of documentation creates risks and maycreate maintenance problems.
These problems may be addressed by adopting an iterative projectlife cycle in which each iteration includes analysis, design, con-struction and evaluation. This is illustrated in Figure 3. With an
iterativelife cycle, each stage may be seen as a refinementof the
previousstage, andlittle ofthe work doneis discarded.Ifan object-oriented language (and preferably an object-oriented databasemanagement system) is used for construction, this holds true evenfor the finished software; a one-to-onerelationship will exist between
 

Figure 3 Object-oriented development shouldbe basedonaniterativelifecycle

Analyse Design

Evaluate Construct   
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classes in the domain model andclasses in the compiled program.Because the original conceptual modelis not distorted or hiddenby developmentwork, changesto the modelcanbe rapidly expressedin software. Furthermore, maintenance can be managed in the sameway as development(orvice versa) ♥ a useful simplification of theproject-managementtask.
Introduce modelling to support development
Object-oriented technology is supported by development systems,such as Smalltalk, that facilitate very rapid construction of work-ing prototypes, which engagethe user☂s interest and enable require-mentsto be established rapidly. Rapid application developmentisnot always a complete solution, however.It is relatively weak forcomplex logic and structure that is not visible to the user, and itfocuses user attention on current problemsandsolutions rather thanon longer-term concerns. These problems maybe addressed by theuse of modelling.
Modellingis a critical componentofobject-oriented development andit provides benefits even if object-oriented technology is not usedto construct the system. Most systems departments have usedentity modelling for many years, as part of modern structuredmethods. Object modelling improvesonthis by depicting behaviouras well as attributes andrelationships (see Figure 4), so makingitpossible to create clear and intelligible models that reflect theworld moreclosely. We therefore recommend that object modellingbe used as a complementto prototypingto clarify the structure ofcomplex areas, as a pre-prototype on large projects, and where aparticularly high degreeofrigour is intended, perhaps because ofhigh downstream costs or because ofsafety implications.
 

Figure 4 Object-oriented modelling is morecomprehensive than entitymodelling in Information Engineering
\

TeiColeriteMatelater| fe))(rewoeicicle)

Construction Modelling Modelling Construction
Entities Classes Implemented as: Zi classesImplemented as Attributes Attributes

database design Relationships Relationships Implemented asmethodsencapsulated in theBehaviours classes
Implemented as Dataflowprograms diagrams 
 

  
Each application should start with the construction of a model forthe business domain. Wherethe needfor a set ofrelated applicationsis identified, a single model should be built for them all, However,object modelling need not, and probably should not, be applied toworkstation and PC systemsthat only front-end applications onlarger machines.
This approach is relatively cheap to adopt, does not delay thecompletionofapplications, develops in line with the organisation☂sgrowing understanding of object orientation, andwill, in time,
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yield most of the benefits of a more comprehensive commitment tomodelling.

New approachesto application developmentwill be required
A first successful application on workstations will serve to intro-duce object orientation into the systems department andto buildup experience with the technology. It is, however, only a start. Oncethe early applications have been implemented successfully, systemsmanagersshould extendtheuseofobject orientation. This will meanincreasing the numberofdevelopment teams and support for them,introducing more disciplined procedures,creating a central library,and introducing more object-oriented technology as it becomesavailable.
Expand the teams and provide organisational support
New teamsshouldcontinueto be created,building on the strengthsand experience ofthefirst. The expert in each new team will besomeone from the initial team, and new team members shouldundergo the sametraining processasthefirst. Once object orien-tation is proven and established, we would expect to find thefollowing specialised roles or groups:
A modelling centre: On the successful completionofthe first model-ling exercise (or, perhaps,ofthe first two), the systems departmentshould create a small centre of competence in business modelling.Thecentrewill be the custodian of both the emerging models andofthe methodsused. This group will becomecritical to the successfuluse of object orientation and should comprise staffwho are good atabstract thinking.
A library-management team: A small team will be requiredto eval-uate, acquire and customise class libraries for generic functions ♥for example, database, communications and graphicaluser inter-faces ♥ from both internal and external sources.
It mayalso be necessary to create newposts (for example, a re-usecoordinator), and to alter existing job descriptions ♥ perhaps byextending therole of the data administrator to include re-usableobjects.

Introduce moredisciplined procedures
The experience of many organisations that have begun with thecreative developmentofworkstation applicationsis that, after severalmonths,the team recognises the needfor further disciplines. Thesecan be created as they are needed andwill be more acceptable, andthus moreeffective, for having grown out of the team☂s own ex-perience. The two mostobvious areas in which greaterdisciplinewill be beneficial are methods andre-use.
Object-oriented methods
Development teamsthat havestarted out with very little in the wayofmethods have often recognised the need for them as the scope oftheir systemshasincreased.Thefield of object-oriented develop-ment methodsis evolving rapidly; the main contendersare listed
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in Figure 5. Each hasits origins in workin

a

particular language,
often Adaor C,or in a particular application area, such as embed-
ded realtime software or data processing. In the data processing
area, the leading methods seem to be those created by Sally Shlaer
and Stephen Mellor, by James Rumbaugh and co-workers at
General Electric, and by Peter Coad and Edward Yourdon.
 

Figure5 There are many object-oriented methods

Since the namesof the methodsare notdistinctive, the methods are usually known

 
by the namesoftheir authors
Author
James Rumbaugh and co-workers at GE
Peter Coad and Edward Yourdon
Edward Colbert at Absolute
Software Co Inc
Sally Shlaer and Stephen Mellor
at Project Technology Inc
lan Graham at BIS
Grady Boochat Rational Technology
Derek Coleman and Fiona Hayesat
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
RJA Buhr
ParcPlace Systemsstaff
Staff at the European Space Agency

Ivar Jacobsen of Objective Systems

Method
Object Modeling Technique
Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
Object-Oriented Software
Development
Object-Oriented Systems Analysis

Semantic Object Modelling Approach
Object-Oriented Design
Fusion

Visual Techniques in System Design
Object Behavior Analysis
Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design
(HOOD)
ObjectOry   

Despite their differences, object-oriented methods appear to be
converging on a common,rather generalset ofmodelling concepts,
and now havegenerally similar forms, as shownin Figure 6. The
early stages ofthe methodsare,in fact, similar to those of modern
structured data processing development methods.
Choosing which object-oriented method touseis a difficult task,
since none is complete. For instance, none offers more than very
general advice about the re-useof existing object-oriented models
and of the models implicit in available class libraries. Nor do they
have muchto say about designing to foster re-use. These omissions
doubtless reflect the fact that most object-oriented methods have
been in use for only limited periods. Despite the immaturity of the
field, most organisations should expectto build their modelsin accor-
dance with the analysis phase of a commercially available method
for which there is support in the form of books, training courses
and expert advice. They should bearin mind, however, that in such
a new field, no-one has a monopoly on wisdom;it will therefore be
worth learning from what other methodshavetooffer,too.

Software re-use
As object-oriented projectsproliferate, it will probably be necessary
to adopt more formal proceduresto ensurere-use. The fact that a
system has been developed using an object-oriented method and
object-oriented tools does not guarantee that the design will facil-
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Figure 6 Today's object-oriented development methods havesimilar forms

All current object-oriented methodscontain domain analysis, design, construction,
testing, tuning and maintenance.
Domain analysis
The analyst constructs a modelof the domain. The degreeof detail varies according
to the method.
Scope definition*: The scope of the domain to be modelled must first be defined. This
is largely a matter of experience and may be adjusted after class identification if the
initial scopeis too large. If a large scope (more than, say, 30 classes) is essential, the
model should bebuilt as several sub-models that are then reconciled.
Class identification*. Classes are defined for each different kind of thing, person,
processor eventin the domain. Classes are documentedin an object model.
Attributes*: Attributes define the information that must be held for each instance of the
class.
Relationships*. Class/sub-classrelationshipswithin the domain are identified.
Relationships between instances♥ for example, Customer OWNS Account, Sub-
assembly COMPRISESParts ♥ are identified and added to the object model.
Objectlife cycle: The various possible states of an object are described and the
triggers that move an object betweenthesestates are identified. For example, a
Withdrawal may make an Accountgo from In Credit to Overdrawn.This is usually
described in a state diagram.

Construction
The model sub-setis then implemented, preferably using an object-oriented lan-
guage.If somefeatures of the modelcannot be directly expressedin the
language♥ for example, multiple inheritance in Smalitalk, and relationships in most
object-oriented systems ♥ the implementation will diverge from the model.

Tuning {
Object-oriented technology provides a powerful meansof tuning the system for
improved performance. Changesto a class high in the hierarchy applyto all its sub-
classes. * Also occurin entity modelling   
itate re-use ofthe software in other systems,or that developerswill
automatically seek to re-use the software in other systems. There
are, undoubtedly, barriers to re-use, and overcoming them will
require the creation of a development environmentin which it is
easy to find and re-use software components.In some cases,initial
success has given way, in the longer term,to failure, due to a lack
of continuing managementattention.
Technical aids to re-use are limited, so the main emphasis must be
on human factors such as managementattitudes and development
policies, until re-use is fully integrated into the culture of the
systems department. Developers should be rewarded for creating
components that can be re-used. (Some organisations pay a
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☁royalty☂ on re-used components.) At least during the transition
period, it may be sensible to reward re-useitself, although the
rewards need not be monetary.
Create a central library
There is muchto be gained bycreating a centrallibrary ofsoftware
componentsto form thebasis of further application development.
First, it will usually take muchlesseffort to find a software com-
ponent in the library andto incorporate it in an application than
to design, build and test a new one. Second, componentsare,in effect,
tested every time they are used in a new application, so the qual-
ity of componentsin the library is continually improved. Third,if
several applications use the same components for commonfunctions,
they will be more consistent in appearance and behaviour thanif
each contains its own codefor these functions.
Obviously, only classes that are of high quality and wide applica-
bility should be added to a corporate class library, and a quality
check is essential first. Such a check would bestricter than those
applied to classes that will not be re-used. It should include docu-
mentation, which should be available online, compliance with
standards, and portability.
Introduce more object-oriented technology
as it becomesavailable
During the last three years, the pace of development of object
orientation has increased, and in manyareas,it has emerged from
its various niches to challenge established tools and techniques.
Products in someareasarestill, however, immature ♥ mostclass
libraries are purely technical in scope, object-oriented database
managementsystemshaveseriousdeficiencies, and someofthe tools
do not support end-user development. Developmentsin these areas
must be monitored actively to decide when and whereto extend the
use of object-oriented technology as proven products emerge.
The current immaturity ofsome aspectsofthe technology may tempt
systems directors to delay the introduction of object orientation.
However, the technology is maturing rapidly andit will take at least
five years for most organisationsto introduceobjectorientationfully
(although benefits should be obtained in thefirst year). There is
therefore a risk that many organisationswill still be maintaining
a watchingbrieflong after the technology has matured.In the sense
that it supports manyofthe longer-term trends in information tech-
nology, object orientation may besaid to be the technology of the
future; for many leading users, for whom it is already delivering
great value, it is unarguably the technology of the present.
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The Foundation
The Foundation is a service for senior managers
responsible for information management in major
enterprises. It provides insight and guidance to
help them to manage information systems and
technology moreeffectively for the benefit of their
organisations.
The Foundation carries out a programme of
syndicated research that focuses on the business
implications of information systems, and on the
managementof the information systems function,
rather than on the technology itself. It distributes
arangeofpublicationsto its sponsors that includes
research reports, management summaries, directors☂
briefings and position papers. It also arranges
events at which sponsors can meet and exchange
views, such as conferences, managementbriefings,
research reviews and study tours.
Foundation sponsors
The Foundationis the world☂s leading programme
of its type. The majority of sponsors are large
organisations seekingto exploit to the full the most
recent developmentsin information technology. The
sponsorship is international, with more than
450 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn
from all sectors of commerce, industry and govern-
ment. This gives the Foundation a unique capability
to identify and communicate☁best practice☂ between
industry sectors, between countries, and between
information technology suppliers and users.

Benefits ofsponsorship
The scale and diversity of sponsors establishes the
Four@ation as the largest and most influential
programmefor systems managers anywherein the
world. Sponsors have commentedon the following
benefits:
♥ The publicationsare terse, thought-provoking,

informative andeasy to read. They delivera lot
of messages in a minimum ofprecious reading
time.

♥ Theevents combine access to the world☂s leading
thinkers andpractitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

♥ The Foundation represents a network of
systemspractitioners, with the powerto connect
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager☂s own creativity and
business knowledge,participation in the Foundation
contributes to managerial success.
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The Foundation is one of the services provided by
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